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~ Memorandum - eo) seu 
co SAC (100-111180) : pare ALLT/O4 

FROM SA JAMES M, KIRBY (414) DOWNGRADED TO 
SHCREET 

SUBJECT: STANLEY LEVISON per COS fis Tid 
Ta-C Date Zl aol - 

On 4/9/64, NY 694-S* made the following observations 
with regard to the CP svatus of STANLEY LEVISON: 

LEVISON has been an important Party member for 
many years and never at any time differed with-the Party with 
respect to the Party line. His only difference with the 
Party has been with respect to the fact that in his opinion 
the Party was not sufficiently "militant" in defending 
Negro rights. In this respect, he has been to the "left" 
of the Party. LEVISON's differences with the Party are merely 
"tactical." He has never criticized the Party, except with 

- respect to the Party's handling of the Negro question. ‘The 
fact that he does not accept domination by the Party with 
regard to the MARTIN LUTHER KING movement should not be 
construed to mean that he has broken with the Party in all 
respects. The Party today is as anxious to reestablish friendly 
relations with LEVISON as it was in the past. 

It should be noted that LEVISON never has been 
officially "drummed out" of the Party, nor has anyone ever 
criticized him for being opposed to the Party's general 
principles. It further should be noted that according to 
the CP Constitution, it would require formal expulsion of 
LEVISON to state that he is officially out of the Party. 

LEVISON never has said anything reflecting that 
he does not continue to te a CP member, It should be noted 
that it would be in the interests of the MARTIN LUTHER KING 
movement, with which he is associated, if he would publicly 
repudiate the Party, which he has never done, It should be 
further noted that in an effort to renew friendly relations 
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with LEVISON, the Party designated BEN DAVIS to contact 
LEVISON. -LEVISON had always expressed the opinion that 
BEN DAVIS was the only CP functionary who had a sufficiently 
“militant attitude" as regards CP activities in behalf of 
the Negro movement. The fact that DAVIS and LEVISON as yet 
have not met should not be construed to mean that LEVISON 
has refused to confer with DAVIS. As NY 694~S* understands 
the situation, DAVIS has been awaiting contact by LEVISON, 
and LEVISON similarly has been awaiting contact by DAVIS. 
Each of these individuals is sufficientiy egotistical to 
expect that the other would make the first move in an effort 
to establish contact. NY 694-S* believes that probably the 
reason why DAVIS and LEVISON have not met is that arrangements 
for their meeting were to be made by LEM HARRIS and that. 
HARRIS has not made the proper efforts to effect a meeting 
between LEVISON and DAVIS. } 

NY 694-S* has never obtained any information re-~ 
flecting that LEVISON has changed his thinking with regard to 
Marxism. Even though his present estrangement from the Party 
might be construed ag reflecting he is no longer a CP member, 
there is no reason to come to the conclusion that LEVISON is 
no longer an ideological Communist. 

JACK talked to LEM HARRIS yesterday who said he 
contacted STAN LEVENSON by phone and was given a cordial 
hello which was a change from the past when he was cool. 

LEM said he had not seen LEVENSON, tried to call him 
and would like to see him immediately to which LEVENSON said, 
"T would like very much to see you but I don't have the time 
now, I'm leaving and packing for a trip. I will he glad to 
see you in six weeks," 

LEVENSON implied that he was going to Ecuador but 
LEM doesn't know why. There was no anger shown, and LEVENSON 
Will see LEM when he returns in six weeks. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (200+166670) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-136585) IME sucRme 

SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER KING HOM GRADED TO 
SM - C SECRET 
(00: ATLANTA) rer CGkWS7 KAD. 

Date P 

Extreme caution must be exercised with respect to 
dissemination of the information herein inasmuch as, by 
its rature, said information tends to identiry NY 094-5*%, 
a valuable informant, as the source. Unless this informa- 
tion is obtained from a source other than NY 094-S*, 10 
Should not be included~-even in paraphrased Frorm-~in the 
investizative section or a report. 

Jtt- EC &TO 
7 - Bureau (100-266670) (RM) 

1 - eee STANLEY, LEVISON) 
1 - 100~358916) (HUNTER PITTS O'DELL) 
1 - 157-286) MARTIN LUTHER KING) 
1 ~ 100- ) (ROY LEVISON) 

2 - Atlanta (100-5586) (MARIN LUTHER KING) (INFORM) 
(1 - 157- } (MARTIN UTHER KING) 

i= Chicago (134-46-Inv.) (INFO) (RM) 
wert as NY 134-91 (INV.) (41 
“sl - NY 100-111180 (STANLEY LEVISON) (414) 

1 + NY 100~91330 (HUNTER PITTS O'DELL) (404) @ = 0 2 - Fue 
1 - NY 100-111203 (ROY LEVISON) (414) 
1 =~ NY 100-7658 LEM HARRIS) (414) Zo os 
1 - NY 157-826 oo LUTHER KING) (412) HO 
lL - NY 100-136585 (412) | 
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On 6/13/63, NY 694-~S* furnished the following 
information to SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON: 

On 6/12/63, LEMENT HARRIS,CPUSA Reserve Fund 
functionary, told NY 694-S* that in a recent meeting with 
STANLEY LEVISON, the latter furnished him the following 
information: 

The LEVISONS, perticularly STANLEY, are still 
MARTIN LUTHER KING's "brain trust"~-now more than ever before. 
this is so despite the fact that at a ee of STANLEY 
LTHEVISON, ROY LEVISON, HUNTER PITTS O'DELL, MARTIN LUTHER 
KING and "the Attorney General's chief Beeieeene!, the 
Attorney General's assistant, pointing to the LEVISONS 
and HUNTER PITTS O'DELL, stated to MARTIN LUTHER KING, 
"These men are Party members; watch out for them.” 

MARTIN LUTHER KING did not "bat an eyelash” upon 
hearing the Assistant Attorney General's remark, and after 
the latter left the meeting, those in the group smiled at each 
other, STANLEY LEVISON said to KING, at this-time, "I 
congratulate you on the way you acted regarding his warning. 
You are a real Marxist-Leninist. This is how a true 
Marxist-Leninist acts." 

Everything that KING does he first discusses 
with STANLEY LEVISON and he accepts LEVISON's advice whole- 
heartedly. KING also wholeheartedly accepts the advice of 
HUNTER PITTS O'DELL as regards matters within the latter's 
‘local jurisdiction, 

MARTIN LUTHER KING was asked by a group of newspaper 
reporters whether he takes orders from "the Communists” 
and also, whether he took "orders from STANLEY LEVISON, it 
KING's response was that he took orders only from God. 

By reason of the fact that the LEVISONS feel that 
the Party has done little, if anything, to assist the fight 
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for civil rights for Negroes, and further, since they feel 
that the Party, as a result of this "do nothing" attitude, 
has lost prestige, they will no longer permit the Party 
to dominate or control their activities in the MARTIN LUTHER 
KING movement. They are severing themselves, financially 
and in a disciplinary way, from the Party. The LEVISONS 
and O'DELL are still Party members, but do not desire to be 
openly "Linked up" with the Party. Although they sre "dis- 
enchanted’ with, the Party, they are not quitting the Party. 
With respect to the MARTIN LUTHER KING movement, they will 
act on their own initiative, and will not accept instructions 
from the Party. 

NY 100-136585 

LEM HARRIS then advised that the Party, however, 
Still would like to control the MARTIN LUTHER KING movement. 
BEN DAVIS has been assigned to be "liaison or intermediary" 
with the LEVISONS and HUNTER PITTS O'DELL. Whether or not 
the LeVISONS and O'TDELL will maintain liaison regarding 
.matters concerning the MARTIN LUTHER KING movement is a 
matter for them to decide. In view of LEVISON's statement 
with respect to advising MARTIN LUTHER KING independently 
of Party instructions, it would seem that DAVIS may not have 
any success in maintaining liaison with the LEVISONS énd 
HUNTER PITTS O'DELL. The LEVISONS and O'DELL are aware of 
the fact that BEN DAVIS has been given this assignmen® 
by the Party. 

MARTIN LUTHER KING, according to LEM HARRIS, is 
referred to by such top Party functionaries as GUS HaLl, 
BEN DAVIS, JIM JACKSON and CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT as a "true, 
genuine, Marxist-Leninist from the top of his head to the tips 
of his toes." In the Party, the report is that MARTIN LUTHER 
KING is following a Marxist-Leninist line. 

NY 694.S* advised that he asked LEM HARRIS whether 
or not, to the latter's knowledge, MARTIN LUTHER KING was 
&@ member of the CPUSA, LEM HARRIS replied that he cid not 
know. 
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/ ° SAC, NEW YORK (100-111180) «si 8/30/62 .. 

_ SA FRANCIS T,.’ LEONARD (415). | a 

‘0. 3 LEVISON 

The following characterization is being submitted 
for approval with respect to the subject: ae 

NY To _ Who has furnished reliable information in 
the pest, advised on Ausust 23, 1962, that OTARLEY LeVe Sok 
ic a secret member of the Communist. Pa arty, United S Seates of 
America (CP, USA), and contributes. funds to the CP. on a 
regular basis. 

' NY 7 is NY 694-5S*%, 
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DATE: 2/12/62 

Transmit the following via AIRTEL 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100- = ) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-136585) 

SUBJECT: DR. MARTIN LUTHER ‘KING, JR. 
* SM-C (00: Atlanta) 

iL Extreme caution must be exercised with respect. to 

dissemination of the information herein since, by. “ts nature, | 

it tends to identify NY 694-S¥*¥, a valuable @ informant; as the. .. vee ania 

source thereof. Unless this information is 3 obtained trom a . 
EOE 

source other than NY 694-S*, it should not be incorporated “ 

even in paraphrased form - in the investigative section of a 

report. > 

On 2/12/62, NY 69s advised SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON 
as follows: . 

In a recent meeting with LEMENT HARRIS, CPUSA 

functionary associated with the CPUSA Reserve Fund operation, . 

“the informant was told by HARRIS that shortly before GUS HALL, 
CPUSA General Secretary, went to the West Coast, HARRIS trans- 

mitted to HALL a "confidential verbal report" on Dr. MARTIN . 

LUTHER KING, furnished to HARRIS by STANLEY LEVISON, KING's 

attorney and advisor, who is a secret member of the CP and a 

regular contributor to the CPUSA Rserve Fund. LEVISON's 

report was as follows: 

N-pureau (100- ~) (RM) 
(1-100-392452) (STANLEY LEVISON) 

1-Atlanta (100- DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.) ia 
PISNY 134-91 INV.) (41)\ 
“"1-NY 100-111180 (STANLEY LEVISON) (8) 
fe OO bE bon LEMENT (5) | (415) DOWNGRADED TO 
‘\- - GUS HALL 
1-NY 100-136585 (412) : “SECRET 
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When Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING was invited to address 
the AFL-CIO convention some time ago, KING, on LEVISON's ad- 
vice, first obtained approval to do so from A, PHILLIP RANDOLPH, 
negro labor leader, who, if he had not been consulted in the 
matter, might have felt that KING's making a speech at the 
aforesaid convention was a blow to RANDOLPH's prestige. 

KING delivered a remarkably effective speech at the 
AFL-CIO convention; and, asa result, received invitations 

HW 55061 

from numerous labor leaders, including "MC DONALD of Steel," 
to address their respective unions. AS the outstanding 
champion of negro rights in the country, KING is a powerful 
political influence, recognized as such by the higher echelons 
of the Democratic Party. He has access to Attorney General 
ROBERT KENNEDY and President KENNEDY, who, politically, need 
KING, particularly in the South, where in cities like Atlanta 
and New Orleans the negro vote now constitutes the balance of 
power, and where KING controls the negro vote, 

JAMES EOFFA, Teamsters Union "boss" appreciates 
the political power of KING, particularly the fact that KING 
can influence the 90,000 negro members of the Teamsters 
Union. HOFFA invited KING to address the Teamsters Union, 
and XING accepted the invitation. Knowing that KING is being 
deferred to by Attorney General KENNEDY, and President KENNEDY, 
HOFFA requested KING to contact the Attorney General in an 
effort to influence the latter "to lay off" HOFFA, KING was 
inclined to do as HOFFA requested, but LEVISON “convinced him 
that to do so would be politically unwise, inexpedient, and 
likely to be a "boomerang," since the Attorney General would 
— accede to such a request, particularly in the casé@ of ° . 
HO: {>~ 

LEVISON had to steer KING away from another politi- 
cally hazardous situation. Some months ago OTTO PREMINGER, 
Hoj.lywood movie director, entered into negotiations with a 
KING representative for KING to play a part in a picture 
which PREMINGER woulddirect, Although PREMINGER's offer was 
"tempting," since it meant "fast, easy money" for KING's 
organization, LEVISON realized that for KING to accept the 
offer would lower the latters prestige. After convincing 
KING of this fact, LEVISON personally telephoned to PREMINGER, 
telling him that "the deal was off." 

ee 
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. What LEVISON particularly wanted GUS HALL ba knew 
is that "KING is a wholehearted Marxist, who has studied 
it (Marxism), believes in it, and agrees with it, but because 
of his being | aminister of religion, does not dare tO espouse 
1t publicly.' 

GUS HALL, according to HARRIS, was "elated" to 
receive LEVISON's report on LUTHER KING. 
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© HOR SECRED 

| TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-102) (3/16/61 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-128861) DOWNGRADED TO 

SECRET 
SUBJECT: CP, USA FUNDS pen OR ys i 

(RESERVE FUNDS) Date 
TS CH 
On 2/20/61, NY 694-S*, who has furnished 

reliable information in the past, advised SA ALEXANDER C, 
BURLINSEN that the secret finance committee, composed 
OL ISADORE WOFSY, LEMENT HARRIS and JACK CHILDS, operating 
the CP, USA National Office reserve fund, met on 2/16/61, 
in NYC, A report was given to the committee by ISADORE 
WOFSY concerning 1900 income of above. fund: probable 
1901 income, and a statement of reserve fund assets as 
of the beginning of 19601. This report is summarized as 
follows: 

1- Boston (100-17116) (DOROTHY DOUGLAS) (RM) 
Q~ Newark (RM) 

ences (LOU Pe 
ee ee STONE : 

1- Philadelphia (100-30295) (CP FUNDS) (RM) 
l-. San Francisco (100-2247) (GRACE MC DONALD) (RM) 
i- New York (134-91) (INV) 
I= New York ee a WEISS) (421) 

1l- New York (100-19679) (ISADORE WOFSY) (415) 
l- New York (106-7653) (LEM HARRIS) (423) 
1- New York (100-64061) (JACK CHILDS( (41) 
1~ New York oe STANLEY LEVISON) (415) 
l- New York (100-111203) (ROY LEVISON) (415) 
l~ New York (1560-47632 or DAMON) (415) 
1- New York (100-68229)} (VHOTOR RABINOWITZ) (424) 
1- New York (100-107164) (BENEDICT WOLF) (412) - 
¥ New York aoe a 4352) 

~ New York (100-93707) (PAUL HOSS 2 : 
1- New York (100-1288601) (415) or) LC mA < 

Q- Bureau {loo t7i6) te 
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100-116966) (HENRY WOLF) ccoeee 
100-82558) if PHILIP JONES) (424) 
100-25849) (EDWARD BARSKY) (425) 
100-66938( (BOB COE) (41) 
oor essen. 12th-13th Realty Corp) (41) 
100-63188) (THOMAS RICHARDSON) (423) 
100-134501) (Dutchess Realty Corp) (425) 
100-79725) (Wingdale Camp) (41) 
100- eee Prompt Press) (41) 
100-58757) (DAVE FREEDMAN) (425) 
100-94412) (F&D Printing Co.) (41) 
100-47211) (STEVE NELSON ) (424 ) ae 
eect Pe 6th Ave, Realty Corp.) (41) 

100~121151) (KNICKERBOCKER BINDERY) (41) 
1100-21421) (ALEX TRACHTENBERG ) 
1000-57557) (International Publishews) (415) 
100~-103949 } Pate ted Publications and Products) (41) 
100-129629) (BILL ALBERTSON) (414) 
eer eae a HALL) (415) 
100-565 PHIL BART 00-56579 ) (415) 

~la- 
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2960 DONATIONS 

STAN and ROY (LEVISON 
FRANCES DAMON 
Mrs, SMITH (DOROTHY DOUGLAS) 
GRACE of California (GRACE Mc DONALD) 
LOU ROBERTS 
VICTOR RABINOWITZ 
WOLF, POPPER, ROSS, WOLF and JONES 
Dr. EDWARD BARSKY (Group of doctors) 
BOB COE 
Wall Street Group 
Building at aD. BE. 12th St., NYC 
Richardson Mortgage 
‘Rental from Wingdale Camp 

ESTIMATED 1961 DONATIONS 

STAN and ROY (LEVESON) 
FRANCES DAMON 
Mrs. SMITH (DOROTHY DOUGLAS) 
GRACE of California (GRACE MC DONALD) 
LOU ROBERTS 
VICTOR RABINOWITZ 
WOLF, POPPER, ROSS, WOLF and JONES 
Dr. EDWARD BARSKY (Group of doctors) 
Building at 35 E. 12th Sv., NYC, 
Richardson Wortgage 
Rental from Wingdale Camp 

DOWNGRADED TO 
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tiny 

$12, 000 
3,200 
3, OCO 
3, 000 

300 
3,900 
3, 000 

3,500 
2,000 

200 
6 , 000 

800 
2,500 

$42,500 

$3, 000 
"5,000 * 
3, 000 
3,000 
2,000 
2, 000 
3, 000 

3,500 
6, 000 

- 800 
2, 50C 

$30, 800 



* A court decision is pending, due to be rendered 
this year, involving a large sum of money for DAMON. If 
the decision is favorable, DAMON may give a "very large” 
donation to the Party. 

ASSETS AS OF 171/61 

NY 100-128861 

35.E. 12th 8t., Building, NYC $225 , 000 
Prompt Press 75, 000% 
Wingdale, NY Camp -100, 000 
April Farm (Pennsylvania ) 10,600 
TOM RICHARDSON Home 9,000 
US Government treasury bond in escrow 
with Attorney DAVID FREEDMAN on sale of 
2&D Printings Co. Ey,000 
Bail bonds (US Government 
Treasury bonds: MAX WEISS case-~ 
$5,500; MARTHA STONE case $2,000; 
STEVE NELSON case $1,500) 9, 000 
Equity in 23 W. 26th St., Building 31, 000 

$76, O00 

*Ineludes inventory and machinery of Knickerbocker 
Bindery as well as properties of New Union Press. 

NY 694-S* noted above listing of assets did not 
reflect) funds held by ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG from the sale 
of the Jefferson School of Social Science, building, nor the 
assets of International Publishers or Imported Publications 
Bad Proqucts,. : : 

NY 694~S* added that, according to WOFSY, BILL 
ALBERTSON is making an inquiry on the instructions of GUS 
HALL with regard to International Publishers with a view to 

_ reorgznization.” TRACHTENBERG is resisting this move, but 
GUS H'LL is determined that changes should be made, especially 

AW 55061 Docld: 32969538 Page 15 



2 NY 100-128861 

to remove TRACHTENBERG from solé control of tnis 

organization, 

NY 694-S* also pointed out that henceforth 
GUS HALL is to be considered a member of above mentioned 
secret committee, and will be in constant touch withthe 
other three members. PHIL BART, present CP, USA National 
Organizational Secretary, is to have no further connection 
with this committee, 

and reporting the information sev Torth apove in order to 
tne bm z Te ; ———s eS Ee = 7 watunenenentiaanaomnenteemmtetnaieeaaematd 

é fully protect NY 594-S*. No dissemination of this 
information snouid be made outside the Bureau without 
careful paraphrasing in such a way as not To disclose the 
source, Sept eo) eee eee ee ee whee ee ke ee 

| Extreme caution inust be utilized in handling 

: | | THP SEORIT 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

2 
‘hha 3 

MEMORANDUM | 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-102) DATE: 10/19/61 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-128861) 

SUBJECT: CPUSA FUNDS 
(RESERVE FUNDS) 
IS-C 
(00:NY) 

ReNYlet, 3/16/61, captioned as above, reflecting 
on page two thereof, estimated donations to the CPUSA Re- 
serve Fund for 1961. 

On 10/17/61, NY 694-S* advised SA ALEXANDER C. 
BURLINSON that according to GUS HALT... CPUS& General 
Secretary, he recently conferred with PAT: ROSS of the law 
firm of Wolf, Popper, Ross, Wolf, anc Jones regarding the 
said law firm's making contributions to tne CPUSA Reserve 

3-Bureau (100-3-102) (RM) 
{1-100-341652) (ISADORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN) 

carN 134-91 Inv.) (41 
1-NY 100-111180 STANLEY LEVISON) ( 415) 
1-NY 100-111203 (ROY LEVISON) HS) 
1-N¥ 100-122751 (DOROTHY DOUGLAS) (41e) 
1-NY 100-107164 (BENEDICT PEER} ens 
1-NY 100-8048 MARTIN POPPER) (352) 
1-NY¥Y 100-93787 PAUL ROSS) (4eh 
1-NY 100-116966 (HENRY WOL#) (oH) 
1-NY 100~-82558 PHILIP JONES) 24) 
1-NY 100-78633 ISADORE GIBBY NEEDIEMAN) (33 
1-NY 105~38019 WOLF, POPPER, ROSS, WOLF Aap JONES) (331) 
1-N¥ 100-84994 (Gus HALL) (415) 
1-NY 100-19679 ISADORE WO#SY) (415} 
1-NY 100-128861 (415) 
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Fund. ROSS, who was aware that the CPUSA was displeased with 
the insignificant contributions of his firm to the Party, and 
of the possibility that the Party might influence the Soviets 
not to do business with the firm in the future, made the 
following proposal to HALL: If the Party would refrain from 
any attempt to "black-ball" the firm with the Soviets, the 
firm henceforth, would contribute $10,000 annually to the 
Party. HALL agreed to ROSS! proposal and it was then further 
agreed that ISADORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN should be the inter- 
mediary between the Party and the aforesaid law firm for 
‘collection of contributions of the firm to the Party. 

puring HALL's conference with ROSS, the latter 
stated that he personally has been contributing $5000 
annually to the Party. HALL knew nothing of this alleged 
-contribution, but did not question ROSS about it since to 
do so might lead to the Party's being embarrassed. (NY 694-5* 
commented that he too had no information regarding ROSS! 
alleged contribution). 

HALL stated that NY 694-~S* should instruct ISADORE 
GIBBY NEEDLEMAN to investigate the aforesaid alleged con- 
tribution of ROSS, 

On 10/17/61, the informant contacted NEEDLEMAN at 
Beth Israel Hospital, where the latter is currently con-~ 
fined for a possible operation for tne removal ofkidney 
stones. NY 694-S* bried NEEDLEMAN regarding HALL's ¢is- 
cussion with PAUL ROSS and NEEDLEMAN agreed to investigate 
the alleged contribution of ROSS as soon as he should leave 
the hospital. 

NY 694-S* further advised that on 10/16/61, he 
had conferred with ISADORE WOFSY who reported that within 
the past few days he had received from STANLEY and ROY LEVISON 
a $5000 contribution to the Reserve Fund, and from Mrs. 
SMITH (DOROTHY DOUGLAS) a contribution of $3000 to the said 
fund. 
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' SAC, NEW YORK (100-128861) 4/20/62 
PO ae Se 

SA ALEXANDER C, BURLINSON 

CPUSA FUNDS (RESERVE FUNDS) 
IS-C 

on 4/19/62, NY 694-S® advised that on the aforesaid 
gate ISADORE WOFSY furnished the following information to the 
informant: 

STANLEY LEVISON pvecently contributed G25 900 to the CPUSA 
Reserve Fund, the said sum representing the first vartial payment 
of that he inbends to conbribute during 1962. PEL 

FRANCINE DAMON (FRANCES DAMON WZ LITAMS) recently 
contributed $1000 to the Resezve Fund. 

a The 12th-13th Corporation has contributed $500 as a 
periodic contribution to the Reserve Fune. 

According to WOFSY » aS @ result of the ra-financing 
of the mortgage on the building at 35 E, 1l@th St. (1eth-13th 
Corp.} a separate fund of $43,000 of mortgage money is being 
Ss he et up as "a Preserve within @ reserve,” 
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ENCODE 

ELETYPE CENT | TELETYPE GREEN ave SRCRE if 

TO: .-- DERECTOR, FEI (100-105670) | 
SAC, Att LANDA {100-5566) DONT T 

SAC, HEN ORLEANS SECRE 

; 55) ob Misa —— FROM: SAC, NEW YORE (100-136585) Date 

SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 

ee cia 

PEVVAIRTEL, MAY ONE E, NEINGESEN SIXTY TWO,. CAPTIONED AS ABOVE, 

REFLECTING THAT THE CPUSA HAD SENT "AN EXPERIENCED, PROFESSIONAL, 

SEGRE? ORGANIZER" To NEW ORLEANS TO ASSIST THE MARTIN LUTHER 

KENG GROUP THERE IN ITS FIGHT FOR POLITICAL CQUALITY OF NEGROES . 

ON MAY SECOND, NINETESH SIXTY TWO, NY SEX NINE POUR DASH 8 

ASTERISK ADVISED SA ALEXANDER ©. BURLINSON AS FOLLOWS: 

Qi MAY FIRST, NINETERN SINTY TWO, LEMENT HARRIS, CPUSA 

RESERVE FUND FUNCTIONARY, INFORMED NY SIX NINE POUR DASH $ 

STERISK THAT THE SECRET CP ORGANIZER SENT TO NEW OFLBANS To 

ASSIS? THE MARTIN LUTHER KING GROUP IS HOSEA HUDSON (BUFILE 

ONE HUNDRED DASH TWO FOUR BIVE FOUR EIGHT). ACCORDING To HARRIS, 

LeSUPERVISOR £81 
_ 1-138-91 riv. (#2) 
~ Yo160=7058 LRIZENT HARRIS (415) ; 

Lely 10021 11160 STAULEY LEVISON (415) A! 
1100-91330 HIGER PITTS O'DRLL (415) . 
LelCQ-US3L7 HOSEA HUDSON (422) SEARCHED... srg ANDEXED sm - 
ReL0S=250585 (4 12) SERIALIZED GS NCO in aac 
ACB: une bd se 

(7) Classified by LLG | ex saeco 
Exempt from G DS, Cate Category Te 

fey me “1 

Date of Geclassiiicat ion Inde finite : SECRET 

ww/pSss/ hoch 43298907 Space 21 _— | | ° 
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| 5/3/62 
ENCODE” : 

TELETYPE URGENT Ruz: 
B88 a 

PAGE TWO 

HUDSON, A NEGRO, WILL ACTUALLY OPERATE IN BATON ROUGE, AND WILD 

BE ASSOCIATED THERE WITH ONE "SARGEANT CAULFIELD,” WHOM HARRIS 

DESCRIBED AS "A VERY POWERFUL POLITICAL FIGURE." 

HARRIS INDICATED THAT HUDSON WILL REMAIN IN THE NEW. ORTLMANS} 

BATON ROUGE AREA FOR A PERIOD GF ONE YEAR. | 

HARRIS MADE A FURTHER COMMENT TO THE EFFECT THAT STANLEY 

LEVESON, BY REASON OF HIS ASSOCITATION WITH THE MARTIN LOTHER 

' KING HOVEMENT, "IS DOING THE HOST IMPORTANT WORK IN THE cP 

HW 55061 Docld: 329695356 Page 22 

TODAY." HARRIS ALSO REMARKED JUBILANTLY THAT BY REASON OF 

THE ADMINISTRATION'S BRING POLETICALLY DEPENDENT UPON THE 

MARTIN LUTHER KING MOVEMENT, WHICH CAN "SWING" THE BALANCE oF 

POWER IN THE SOUTH, "THE PARTY HAS THE KENNEDYS IN ITS POCKET," 
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| On 3/20/83. H¥ 694-5 furnished the following 
ir@rmation to SA ALEXANOSR ¢. BURLINSON: 

. - - Cn 3/20/63, the informant met with LEM HARRIS | 
ena ISADORE WOCFSY;: and HM HARRIS stated that on the orevious 
day he had conferred with STANLEY LEVISGN, who told him that 
he and “his group" had become “disenchanted” with th: CPUSA 
for a mmber of reasons. Accerding te the informant, WOoFSY 
agked HARRIS whether or pot the LEVISON “sreup* did sot 

‘ imelude 21 people, HARRIS replied that it did, 
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« NY 134-9) (THV.) (41) | 
ow. GY 1000111203 (ROY LEVISON) (414) 

Loo RY 100-765% LEM HARRIS) (424) 
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. HARRIS, according to tha infearmant, than hardied 
to iY 694-5* a mareramiie which he had sreparec reflecting 
the information furnished to him by LEVISCH with respect to 
he reasons why he and his “group" nad became “disenchanted” 
with the CPUSA. ARRES stated thet he intersied to submit 
the details of the said maucorendum to Gos BALL amd te surcat 
to HALL that the latter confer with STANIEY LEVISON in oxier 
to prevent LEVISON and his “sroup'a‘ severing relations 
with the CPUSA. 

. MY 694.3% stated that altrough the memocsandiu, 
does’ not reflect the naves, HARRIS told him that 1t refieoted 

the details of the conversation whish ha had had with 

STANIZY LEVISCON on the previous dey. fhe informant atated 
that, undoubtedly, imVISGits rvemarks were Intended to 

Snelude the sentinanta ef bis brother, ROY, and very likely 
those of STANLEVY's aml ROY's wives. The ioformant wes ungble 

¢o furnish any information with respect to who the others 

in the LeVISCN “group” aicht be. . 

Enclosed aie three Xerox copies of the xemoranium 
prepared by LEM HARRIS reflecting the information. furnished 
te him by STANLEY LEVESON, | 

. NYO will fellow this matter Glosely and keap the 

Bureau advised of any new developments, 

At tyis time the KYO is unable to identify tie | 

remaining seven individuals mentioned by HARRIS «| Litoomait 

nap been alerted to the eed Tor obtaining tia Anforaansor. 

However, it ia Logical to assune tat these Individuals 

are those closely associated with tie LEVGSUNe ar LE 

business and/or social activities. Probably amongut tat 

group are: ' 

JOE PILMER = Pittaburgh 

HARRY MILLER - Chicago 

ALICE LOEWI = New York 

wICTOR LUDWIG « Cnlcazo 

RAY INGERSOLL - sew York 

We YO will conticue eontact with informint in 

an attempt to ideiiify these poople. | . 
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z on 1/10/03, 1 aL O94eS* furnished the fellow din 
infomation to SAS WILLIAM 0. CURRALL and ALEXATIDER ¢. BURLIUSONs } 4% 

on n 7/9/63, ¢ CUS HAZ “als C®USA General Soeretary, 
atated that aa reeards the ‘current He SEoR"O revoluts on" | tha C2U5A ig, vory mica invelved in all of the activities Of tiie Hegre Zroups seexin; intevration, He statag that the ¢P is “ley rang O& partiler ‘larly important and influential role in arrany-ine the “Hogio warchess" He said that 

3 = BUREAU (100-3-75) (fa) 
~ GiICAGO firey (co SUO4—S*) (na) 
o~ ix 134-91 ia DEV) (42. 

d= IY 100-7029 . GUESS ELATAACP) (42) 
L wi 10526595 ey GUS HALL) (44 
1» IY 100-1111C0 SCAM fe ra “/TS0M) (4 4y 1 IY 100-121263 Roy ‘LEVESON (414 
Le if 106-5060 lak ; 
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Samy 

i SECRRy 

NY 100-50G40 - ; 

never in the histery cf The NAACP has the relationship 
between the Party and the NAACP been so good. He noted that 
the Party's velations with ROY WELKINS, HAACP leader, 
are particularly sood. 

HALL stated also that the Party is no loner 
concerned about the fact that STANLZY and ROY LEVIcGH have 
severed themselvea frou the Party discipline. According 
to HALL, the LEVISCHS have been using TMARPIU LOS KONG 
and his mwovenent for their own personal cain, Ue also 
stated that the Party will iaske an investigation to 
a@ctermaine how much woney - actually Lelonsins to the 
Party - has been collected by the LEVISOHS dirins the 
past 10 or 15 years. . vs - 
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AIRTEL) -° REGISTERED == «fe secre 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-106070) 
‘ | DOWN | | 

rao «SAU, KEW YORK (100-136585) SECRET | 

SUBJLCT: MARTIN LUTHER KING rer CAS 3 

SMe CG 

C00; Atlanta) © 

| THEME GAUTLON MUST BE EXERCISED WITH RESPECT TO 

DISSEMINATION OF THE LNYOSMATLON HAE ih INASMUCH as, BY 173 

HATURE, $810 InFOssaTION Titus 10 IDENTIFY BY 694-57, a 

VALUAdit. IGFOiwanT, aS {1G SOURGE. UNGLOS HIS IEFORMATLON 

Is OBTALED FRU A SOURCE OTHER Thal HY Bu4—S%, LT SHOULD 

WOT BE LECLODEL--LVEN IN PARAFRRASED FULMI~ iN THE IKVLSTIGATIVE 

SLCTION OF a BEPORT. : 

veiYairtel dated 6/13/63, captioned as above, which 

states that STANLEY and ROY LEVESON, paxticularly STANLEY, 

ave stalk MakTIN LUTHER KIEG's “brain trusc.” 

RY G94-S* advised SA WILLIAM G. CURRALL on 7/31/53 

that he had been informed by TRAVORE WOFSEY, GPUSA Reserve Fund 

furctionary, on 7/ 30/53, that KOY and GYAHLEY LEVLSON are defi- 

nicely worksng their way suc fron under Party Gicip iine. Tne 

LEVISONS wieh to ‘xrun” MARTIN LUTHER KIRG independently, without 

@ + BUREAU (150-10¢670) (8M) 
L - ATLanTa (140-5386) (LHrO) Cet) 

“te WY 134-91 (sv) G41) | , 

Lo - BY LvdeLLLleg (STANLEY LEVIS) (414) | off suoRER 

L- HY LUU-LLI203 (Aux LEVISON) (414) 
| 

Loe MY 1600-19679 (LSADUKL WOFSLY) (414) — 13 sf 

Le AY 1600-74058 (LEM HARI) (414) J" -— . 

ao ff Spe] 225538 
P 

sEARCHED 

| 1» RY Lu0-133555 (412) 2) / Lb ul CLR ALE: Fa 

. 
Maasiuied h¥ | j ‘unde 

. RAQ:msb 
Claasizied hs an 

2 Ixempt from GDS, Categnt? 
(12) Date of Declassiication tadefinit 
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NY 1001305285 

any interference from the Party; however, the LLVEISONS wish 
to "remain Party people.” The CP is in touch with the 
EVISONS through WOFSEY himsel£ and through LeHENT HARRIS, 

another €PUSA Reserve Fund Lunctionary. 
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Date: 9/16/63 

Transmit the following in 

Via ATRTEL REGISTERED 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100~-392452) SauaceaEn a 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (10-111180) SECRET 
; Per ES Lge. 

SUBJECT: STANLEY LEVISON Date y 

SM -C 

EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE EXERCISED WITH RESPECT TO 
DISSEMINATION OF THE INFORMATION HEREIN INASMUCH AS, BY ITS 
WATURE,.SAID INFORMATION TENDS TO IDENTIFY NY 694-S%*, A VALUABLE 
INFORMANT, AS THE SOURCE. UNLESS THIS INFORMATION IS OBTAINED 
FROM A SOURCE OTHER THAN WY 694-S*, IT SHOULD NOT BE INCLUDED-~ 
EVEN IN PARAPHRASED PORM~~ IN THE INVESTIGATIVE SECTION OF A REPORT, 

ReNYairtel to Bureau, 6/13/63, captioned MARTIN LUTHER 
. KING, SM - C, which states that BEN DAVIS has been assigned to 
be “Liaison or intermediary" with the LEVISONS and HUNTER PITTS 
O'DELL with respect to the MARTIN LUTHER KING movement. 

~ BUREAU (100-392452) (RM) 
~ ATLANTA (INFO) (RM) - 
~ CHICAGO (134-46) (INV) (RM-AM) 

WY 134-91 (INV) (41) 
NY 100-111203 (ROY LEVISON) (414) 
NY 100-84994 (GUS HALL) (414) 
NY 100-91330 (HUNTER PITTS O'DELL) (414) 
NY 100-144189 (FREEDOMWAYS) (414) | a 
NY 100-7658 (LEM HARRIS) (414) 

~ NY 100-131666 (CPUSA - SOUTHERN REGION) (41 4) 
- NY 100-23825 (BEN DAVIS) (414) 
~ NY 100-111180 (414) : 

* 

‘iensiaasianaeenmeevian 

8 

‘hace :msb 
(16 ) Chasstied by 2 //G 

Exempt from O55 Cat Cateraty late of Declassificat: ion t; nbn: shi sate 
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NY 100-111180 

NY 694~S* advised SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON on 9/13/63 
that he had been informed of the following by GUS HALL, General 
Secretary, CPUSA, cn 9/12/63: . 

With respect to BAVIS' liaison function as noted above, 
STAN LEVISON has not yet met with BEN DAVIS. The CP is not 
happy with STAN LEVISON. In the event STAN LEVISON does 
contact BEN DAVIS, the following proposition will be put to 
STAN LEVISON by DAVIS: 

STAN LEVISON and his brother ROY are to undertake to 
open a branch office in Atlanta, Georgia, of Freedomways, which 
branch office is to be headed by HUNTER PITTS O'DELL. The 
LEVISONS are to £inance this branch office. This office will 
be a bona fide branch office of Freedomways, but it will also 
be the headquarters for CP work in the South, In the event 
STAN LEVISON refuses this undertaking, the Party will then know 
where he stands. 
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WIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-116) 10/18/63 

SAC, KEW YORK -(100-1451543) DOWNGRADED TO 
SECRET 

CPUSA ~ KEGRO QUESTION Per Zips Lao 

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE I8 B4CIAL MATTERS Date CLAN 
Is-¢ 

ReBulet 1Lu/7/03, refle xoting that there is an urgent 
and imperative need to determine factually che extent of 
CanaunLst saitluence in tue uegro movement ang the ueed to take 
positive steps to counter, or otherwise disrupt, these subversive 
endeavors. Kelet requested that MY 694-S* be interviewed with 
a viiw to Glaciting £rom wim nard, Farm, docuwsaentcd facts re- 
latins to definite, important, specific results of accomplishvents 
which the Coumunist Party (UP), collectively er mombers individually, 
have achieved with the smerican legro sance January 1, L903, as 
contrasted to and separated Erom tneir activitscs, oroy ITAMS , 
plautangs and efforts to inklivence which have ner attained 
their ,oals, and, two, 4 sumsary of all significant demonstrable 
and documented facts known to nim an the past and present pearing 
upon the extent of successful Coasnunist influcnee Liv hegro matters, 
Lneluding data in this summnry, if relevant, even if previously 
Yeported, 

BY 

KY 094-S* was interviewed at Lenzth rezarding the infor- 
mation Yeduired by tne Bureau, and the following represents thre 
information furmisned by BY 094-S* an this regard. 
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I. Gomnunist Influence on the Negro 

Movement since January 1, 1563 

& EIntluenee cf STANLEY and ROY LEVISON and 

HUNTL& PLITS O'DLLL on MARTIN LUTHER KING 

and the Khe:xve Movement 

NY 694-S* recalled that in June, 1963, he had been 
informed of the following by LEMELNT HARRIS, CPUSA Reserve Fund 
funetionary, who stated that he had received this information 
in the course of neetings that had taken place shortly prior 
to that time between LEMENT HARRIS and STANLEY LEVISON: 

The LEViISONS, oarticularly STaNLEY LEVISON, are still 
MARTIN LUTHER KING's "“brasnetrust’ -- more than cver before. at 
# meeting between the LEVISONS, HUNTER PITTS O'DELL, MARTIN LUTHER 
KinG, and the chief assistant to the Attorney General (identity 
unknown to WY 094-8*), the Latter, pointing to the LEVISONS and 
HUNTER PITTS O'DELL, said to MARTIN LUTHER &ING, ‘These men are 
Party members, wateh out for them." KING did not t "bat an eyelash" 
upon hearing this remark, and after the meeting, LEVISOK said to 
KING, “IL congratulate you on the way you acted regarcing his 
warning (the Assistant attorney General's); you are a real 
MarxisteLeninist. ghis is how a true MarxisteLeninist acts." 
As ceported to HARRIS by LEVESON, everything KING does, he £irst 
discusses with cee LEVESON and accepts the Latter's advice 
wholeheartedly. KING also wholeheartedly accepts the advice of 
HUNTER PITTS O'RELL as vegaes inatters within theLatter' S jurise 
diction. 

By reason of the fact that the LEVISONS f£cel that the 
Party has done little, if anything, to assist the fight for civil 
rigznts ror hegroes, and further, since they feel that the Party, 
as a result of this "do-nothing" attitude, has lost prestige, 
they will no longer permit the Party to deninate or control their 
activities ian the MARTIN LUTHER KING movement. They are severing 
themselves, financially and in a disciplinary way, from the Party. 
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The LEVISONS and O'DLLL are still Party members, put do not 
desire to be openly "Linked up" with the Party. Although 
they are "disencnanted'" with the Party, they are not quitting the 
Party. With respect to the MARTIN LUTHER KIMG movement, they 
will act on their own initiative and will not accept instructions 
from the Party. 

Inasmuch as the Party would Like to continue to control 
the MARTIN LUTHER KING movement, BEN DAVIS has been assigned to 
be "Liaison or intermediary’ with the LEVISONS and HUNTER PITTS 
G'DELL, Whether or not the LEVISONS and O'DELL will maintain 
liaison regarding matters concerning the MARTIN LUTULE KING 
movement is a matter for them to decide. In view of the LEVISONS' 
statement with respect te advising MARTIN LUTHER KIKG independently 
of Party instructions, it would seem that DaVIS may not have any 
success in maintaining Liaison with the LEVEISONS and HUNTER PITTS 
O'DELL. The LEVISONS and O'GELL are aware of tha fact that BEN 
DAVLS has been given this assiynment by the Party. 

According to LEM HARRIS, MARTIN LUTHER KING is referred 
to by such top Party functionaries as GUS HALL, BEN DAVIS, JAMES 
JACKSON, and CLaURE LIGHTFOST as “a true genuine Marxist-Leninist 
from the top of his head to the tips of his toes. In the Party, 
the report is that MARTIN LUTRER KING is following a Marxist- 
Leninist Line. 

NY 694-S* recalled that he had been informed by GUS HALL, 
General Secretary, CPUSA, on 7/9/63 that the Party is no longer 
concerned about the fact that STaNLEY and ROY LEVESON have severed 
themselves from the Party discipline. HALL noted that with respect 
to the “current Negro revolution,’ the CPUSA is very much involved 
in all of the activities of the Negro groups seeking inteyration. 

.He stated that the CP is playing a particularly important and 
influential role in arranging the "Negro marches.'' He said that 
never in the history of the National Association for the Advauce- 
ment of Colored People (haacP) has the relationship between the 
Party and the KAACP been so good. . HALL said that the Party's 
relations with ROY WILAINS, KAACP Leader, are particularly goad. 
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NY 694-8% recalled further that on 7/30/63, he had 
been informed by IfiDORE WOFSY, CPUSA Reserve Pund functionary, 
that ROY and STANLEY LEVISGN are definitely workings their way 
out from under Party discipline. The LEVISOUNS wish to rum. _ 
MARTIN LUIHER KING independgently, without any interference from 
the Party; nowever, the LAVISONS wish to remain varty people. 

. fhe GP is in touch with the LEVISONS through WOFSY himself and 
| through LEM HARRIS. | 

NY 694-S*% recalled that he had been informed of the 
7 following on 9/12/63 by GUS HALL: (With respect to the Liaison 

funcehion of buli DaVIS witha the LEVISOMUS, AULTER SETTS O'DELL, 
and the MARTIN LUTHER KIKG movement, LEVISON has not yet met 
with DAVIS. ‘Yne CP is unnappy with STANLEY LEVESGN in view of 
the above. 

Further information concerning the LEVISONS will appear 
hereinaxter with respect to their activities prior to 1/1/63. 

| _ B. March on Washington, 
&ugust 28, 1953 

NY 694-S* recalled toat GUS HaLL bad returned to hew 
York from Washington shortly after 1:00 p.m. on 6/28/63, on the 
Gate when the March on Washington took place. HALL informed 
RY 694eS* that an his opinion there were a quarter of a million 

| people in the March. HALL said that one-quarter of the pecple 
! in the March were white and that he, GUS HaLL, and the Party 
| - could take credit for there having been so many whites in the 

March. HALL said that the Party “had a great deal to do with 
this,'' and that the Party played a major role in many of these 
white people going to Washingon. 

NY 694~S* stated that in an interview on 10/14/63 
with ARNOLD JOHNSON, CPUSA Lesislative Director, the latter 
told him the following: GUS HALL estimated that at least 5000 CP 
members participated in the March on washington. HALL, according 
to JOHNSON, stated that the farty played a very important role in 
inducing people to attend the said Maren. He ea eaitthak in the 
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. Boston area, 100 CP members were responsible for having induced 
4500 people to go te Washington tc attend tne said March. HALL, 
aceerding to JOHNSON, further stated that similar activity took 
place in all the izmporrant cities throughout the United States, 
Party members exerting considerable influence in inducing people 
to attend the March on Washington. According to ARNOLD JOHNSON, 
important trade union leaders, such as HARRY VAN ARSDALE, 
acknowledged that the Party wae instrumental in having induced 
many people to participate in the March on Washington. 

with respect to how the Party was instrumental in 
influencing the March on Washington movement, JOHNSON stated 
that before the March, Ja:ihS JACKSON, member of the Rational 
Committee of the CPUSA and editor of “The Worker, conferred 
for eight hours with Joli! LEVIS, Chairman of the Student Non- 
Violent Goordinating Committee. Also, according to ARNOLD JOHNSOR, 
BEN DAVIS , mational Secretary of the CPruSA, worked elosely with 
“the co-chairman of the March” with respect to working ouc details 
of the said March. 

JOHNSON noted that two CP members, to wit, OZZIE DAVIS 
and RUBY BEE, were members of a “subcommittee” of the March on 
Washinzton. JOHNSON further advised that before theartual March, 
there was a meeting of the entire March on Washington committee, 
and tnat the question arose whether one or the other of the March 
leaders should eulegize W. &, B. DU BOIS at the memorial service 
cennceted with the March. Aecording to ARNGLD JOHNSON, ROY WILKIRKS 
insisted that he be permitted to deliver the eulogy. JOHNSON noted 
that despite/ii vas a publicly known fact that W. E. B. DU BOIS, 
before his death, had espiused the Communist cause and became 4 
CPUSA member, there was n3 reference made to this fact on the part 
of the comnlLttece when it was being decided who should euloxzize 
DU BOLS, 
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G. "Freedomways," a Quarterly Magazine 
Published by Freedomways Associates, 
Inc., /99 Broadvuay, hew York City 

On 1/17/61, GUS HALL stated that the GPUSA had allocated 
$2,000 for the establishmer.t of a proposed Negro quarterly publi- 
cation, and that he had given this money to ESTHER JaCKSON, wife 
of JAMES E. JacCkSOh, Editor of "The Worker.’ 

According to JAMES JACKSON, on 2/17/61, the CPUSA 
would begin publication. of a Keyro quarterly mavazine in April, 
41961, ESTHER JACKSON was te be the Business Hanager of this 
publication. 

According to GUS HALL on 5/21/61, the magazine 
'Preedomways'' was set up by JAMES JACKSON for the CPUSA, with 
the approval of the Central Committee of the CP of the Soviet 
Union (CGUPSU). GUS HALL stated thac thus far, this publication 
had received $7,000 from the GPUSA. 

NY 694-S* advised on 10/15/63 that the CPUSA is 
furnishing money to ‘Freedonmwvays'' from funds made available by 
the Soviets at the annual rate of $20,000. 

On 9/12/63, GUS HALL stated that a proposition was to 
be presented to STANLEY LEVISORN by BENJAMIN J. DAVIS as follows: 
STANLEY and ROY LEVISON should open a branch office of “‘Preedomvays'’ 
in Atlanta, Ga., this branch office to be headed by HUNTER PITTS 
O'DELL. The LEVISONS should finance this branch off{ice, which 
would be a bona fide branch office of '"Freedomvays,’’ but which 
could also be the headquarters for CP work in the South. (in the 
event STANLY LEVISON should refuse this undertakiny, the Party 
would then know where STANLEY LEVISON stood.) 

On 10/4/63, aRNOLD JOHNSON stated that "Preedomways” 
is ‘one of the CP's biggest achievements,'' in that the aforesaid 
publication is now reaching tne intellectual and middle-class 

"-Neproes, and whereas in the past only 500G copies of the magazine 
had been printed, 10,000 cepies were made at its last printing. — 
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RY 694-S* noted that he personally has observed 
Negroes on subways and trains reading "Freedomvays." 

9. GPUSA Influexce on Trade 
__ Union Activity in Detroit 

ARNGLD JOHNSON stated on 10/14/63 that in Detroit 
there is a “Negro trade wunion committee,'' the Lcader of which 
is COLEMAN YOUNG, a member of the CPUSA. According to JOHNSON, 
this group is influential in municipal politics in Detroit and 
also in politics in the State of Michigan. He stated that this 
group had considerable influence in the last eleotion in Detroit. 

E. CPUSA Trade Union Delezation to the 
"May Day! £223 Gelebration in Moscow, USSR 

RY 694-S* recalicd that the 7-member trade union delee 
tis gation sent to Moscow, USSR, for the May 1, 1963, “May Day" 

eelebration included £ive hesroes. 

F, Greetings Eron the CPSU to BENJAMIN J. 
DAVIS on the Jscasion of his 60th Birthday 

NY 694-S* advised that upon the instruction of GUS HALL, 
& request was sent to the Gentral Committee cf the CPSU in 
September, 1963, asking the Seviets to print "sreetings’ in 
"tpyavea"” on 9/8/63, on the cecasion of BENJsaMIN J, DAVIS’ 60th 
birthday, The CCCPSU was requested to describe DAVIS as a 
proud son o£ the American working class, an outstanding Leader 
o£ the hesro people, and <.s a person who had beon devoted to 
Marxiem-Leninism and the propagation of Marxism-Leninism in the 
USA Xoxr the past 30 years. fhe CCCPSU was reauested to further 

vefer to DAVES as a leader in the struggle for the Negro and the 
white worker, a leader in the struggle for labor unity, and a 
Nesional Secretary of the CPUSA. 

GUS HALL on 9/12/53, expressed gratification by reason 
of the faet that the Russians had printed birthday greetings in 
Pravda,” which greetings Followed the lines susgzested by HALL. 
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(The 9/8/63 issue of "Pravda," official organ of the 
CCOCPSU, did contain an article laudatory of BENJAMIN J. DAVIS, 
which article was responsive to the Sees of GUS HALL.) 

N¥ 100-151548 

G. Reaction of Atlanta Keaes Bar 
Association to BENJAMIN J. DAVIS 

On 10/14/53, LEM HARRIS stated that when BEN DAVIS, 
several. months age, went to Atlanta, Ga., to observe the Negro 
situation there, he attended a testimonial dinner given in his 
honor by the Negro Bar Asscciation of Atlanta. Fresent on this 
occasion were a number of uegxro members of the State Legislature 
ef Georgia. DAVIS was given a most enthusiastic reception by ail 
the Negroes at the dinner, who expressed themselves as being 
particularly pleased to be able to honor a man such as BEN DAVIS 
who had done so much for the Southern Negro. 

It. Communist Influence on tne Negro 
Movement before Januisy 1, 1963 

& Influence of STANLEY and ROY LEVISON and 
HUNTER PITTS O'DELL on MARTIN LUTHER KING 
and the Necro Hovement 

On 1/4/62, ISADJRE WOFSY advised as follows: STANLEY 
LEVISON is doing important work for the CPUSA in Ris role of 
edvisex to the Southern beocro leader MARTIN LUTHER KING. LEVISCN 
wrote the speech which K'NG delivered at the AFL-CIO convention 
in Florida. LEVISOGN is active in KING's " right- etoevyote movenent” 
in the South, and he was instrumental in caising $200,000 for 
this movement. 

fan early February, 1962, LEM HARRES stated that shortly 
before that time, he, HARRIS, transmitted te GUS HALL a “confidential 
verbal report" on. Dr. MARDIN LUTHER KING furrished to HARRIS by 
STANLEY LEVESON, KING's attorney and adviser, who is a secret 
member o£ the GP and @ Yegular contributor to the CPUSA Reserve Fund 
When MARTIN LUTHER KING was invited to address the AFL-CIO converntio: 
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some time azo, KING, on LEVISON'’s advice, first obtained approval 
to do so from A. PHILIP RANDOLPH, Negro labor Leader, who, if he 
had not been consulted in the matter, might have felt that KING's 
making a speech at this coryention was a blow to RANDOLPH's 
prestige, KING delivered a remarkably effective speech at this 
convention, and, as a result, received invitations From numerous 
labor Leaders, including "MG BONALD of Steel, to address their 
respective unions. As the outstanding champion of Negro rights 
in the country, KING Ils a nowerful political inxiuence, recognized 
as such by the higher echelons of the Democratic Party. He has 
access to Attorney General ROBERT KENNEDY and President KENNEDY, 
whe, politically, need KRELS, particularly in the South, where in 
eities Like Atlanta and Mew Ocleans the Negro vote now constitutes 
the balance of power and where KING controls the Negro vote. 

% JAMES HOFFA, Teamster Union boss, appreciates the 
political power of KING, particularly the fact thet KING can 
influence the 90,000 members of the Teamster Union. 

What LEVISON particularly wanted GUS HALL to know is - 
that "RING is a wholehearted Marxist, who has studied it (Marxism), 
believes in it, and agreas with it, but because ef his being a 
Minister of religion, does net dare to espouse it publicly." 

JAMES JACKSON, on 3/7/62, remarked that an article in 
@ reeent edition of "The Nacion,' ostensibly written by MARTIN 
LUTHER KENG, JR., was actually written by HUNTER PITTS O'DELL. 
(Le is noted that the 3/3/52 issue of “The Nation" contains 
an article attributed to MARTIN LUTHER KING., JR., entitled 
"Report on Civil Rightse-Fumbling on the New Frontier,’ which 
is a eriticism of the KENNEDY Administration's efforts on behalf 
o£ civil rights.) 

Ga 5/1/62, LEMENT HARRIS commented to the effect that 
‘STANLEY LEVISON, by reason c£ his association with the MARTIN 
LUTHER KING movement, "is doing the most important work in the 
CP today.’' HARRIS remarked jubilantly that by reason of the 
Administration's being politically dependent umon the MARTIN 
LUTHER KENG movement, which can “swing" the balance of power in 
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the South, the Party has the KENNEDYS "in its pocket." 

GUS HALL stated on 7/23/62, that HUNTER PITTS O'DELL 
is still representing the GPUSA and that he is still on the 
National Comittee of the GFUSA., HALL further remarked that 
O'DELL is a "brain-truster™ for MARTIN LUTHER KING and is 
doing an excellent job. | 

Bo GPUSA Influen ce through 
W. E. B. Bu BOES 

JAMES E. JACKSON stated on 11/17/61 that the next 
edition of “he Worker" would vive considerable space to 
reporting thet W. E. B. GY BOES had become 4 member of the 
GPUSA. DU BOIS was then chick politicalmentor to NKRUMAH of 
Ghana and WKRUMAH was arranzing that DU BOIS Live in a palace 
in Ghana, 

According to JAGKSON, BU BOIS’ joining the CPUSA was 
part of an important “politi cal build-up” of NERUMAH, who 
intended to be the £irst “sucial democrat’ in Africa to 
introduce “socialism as such’’ on the African continent. With 
DU BOIS, an internationally-known Negro, and now a Communist, 
as his chief adviser, NKRUIAH expected to make his position in 
Afvica similar to that of Castro in Cuba and Sukarno in Indonesia, 
both of whom had Leading Cammunists as their chief advzers. 
NKRIGIAH, who £irst secured KHRUSHCHEV's approval to bring BDU BOIS 
to Ghana in the latter's role of political mentor to NKRUMAH, 
expected that people throuvhout Africa would be greatly impressed 
by the fact that an interr.ationally-known Nevro Like DU BOIS 
had assumed so important o post in Ghana. 

GC. Miscellaneous 

NY 694-S* stated that with respect to the following 
information, he, at this time, is unable to submit specific 
sources and dates. He states, however, that nme did learn, as 
a result of his Party associations, that the Party had influence 
With regard to the following: 
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"People's Voice™ 

"People's Voice’ vas a Negro publication controlled 
by the Party to the extent that the Party furnished money for 
its maintenance and CP members controlled the policy of the 
said paper. 

NY 694-S*, at the direction of the GCPUSA, gave to 
MAX YERGAN and ADAM CLAYTON POWELL, who were then in control 
o£ "Pecole's Voice," $150,000 of CPUSA funds for the maintenance 
o£ said paper. 

* 
« 

Council on African Affairs 

fhe Council on Afvican Affairs was a Paetyecontrolled 
organization in that the oxzenizgation was controlled by MAX YERGAN, 
who was then a CP member. 

NAACP 

The KRAACP, in the 1940's, had among its top leadership 
such CPUS& leaders as JAMES FORD and PAUL ROBESON. To the extent 
that these individuals and cthers like them couid direct policy 
within the NaaCP, the said exganization was inxiuenced by the CP. 

"ur world" 

"Oux World" was a Negro magazine which was financed 
during the 1940's and 1950's by RAY INGERSOLL, who at that time 
was @ GPUSA doner. This maseagine at the time was controlled by 

JOAN DAVIS, who was a member of the National Comaltree of the CPUSA, 

BEN DAVIS, as Nev York Councilman — 

The GPUSA has always considered it @n outstanding 
achievement of thd?arty thas BEN DAVIS was able to become a 
New York C1rty Councilman, 
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ADAM CLAYTON PGYELL., as Gongressman 

The CPUSA also considered it an achievement of the 
GPUSA that ADAM CLAYTON POWELL was elected to the Congress of 
the United States. 

IIL. Informant's Own Views, Opinions, Interpretations 
and Evaluations of the Information Furnished Above, 
along with an Estimate of How Many Negro Conmaunists 
are Active Party Members as of October, 1953 

With respect to the interpretation that should be 
placed upon the fact that the LEVESONS no longer accept Party 
discipline as regards theiyr in=luence over MARTE LUTHER KING, 
the informant advised as follows; 

Tt must be noted that the LEVISONS stiil want to be 
considered members of the CPUSA. There is no information available. 
reflecting that they do not continue to be ideolovzical Communists. 
& distinetion must be drawn between control by the CP per se and 
otherwise. From a practical standpoint, the distinction here is 
one merely of tactics. As ideological Communists, the LEVISONS 
presumably will continue te influence the Negro movement in 
accordance with set Marxist tenets. It is to be noted that 
their disenchantment with the CPUSA is due to the fact that the 
CPUSA, in their opinion, has not done enough to influence the 
Negro movement, has not seized the offensive whereby the Party 
could assume its vanguard cole with respect to the Negro drive 
for civil tights. It should be kept in mind that the Party is 
aii agent ox>+tool of Mosesw and that not to take instructions from 
the agent does not necessarily mean that there will be any 
deviation £rom the policies of the principal, 

With regard to W, E. B. DU BOIS, NY 694=8S* stated that 
‘the £act that a man of DU BOIS’ stature in the Negro movement 
became a CPUSA member necessarily must have a tremendous influence 
on the Negro population in general. The fact that such an “elder 
statesman’ in the Negro Movement had espoused the Commumist Party 
might well cause Negroes outside the CP to lend a sympathetic ear 
to the GPUSA. 
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N¥Y 694-S* thinks that the fact that the CPUSA sent 
five Negroes to Moscow as members of a 7e-member delegation would 
create a favorable lapression upon the Negro commity. 

He also considers that the Soviet reeoynition in 
"*Pravda’' of BEN DAVIS' birthday likewise would have a very 
favorable effect upon the herre community, indicating that 
the Soviets are aware of the Negro struggle for civil rights 
in the USA and o£ BEN DAVIS’ pre-eminent position in the Negro 
MOVEMERE « 

NY 694-S*" called attention to the fact that the direct 
circulation of "“Freedomways'" does not necessarily reflect the 
actual number of readers wha could be exposed te the ideas set 
forth in this publication, it is fair to assume that more 
people read this mayazine than purchase it. 

NY 694-S* stated that it would be futile £or him to 
estimate the number of Negre Gommunists active as Party members 
ag o£ Cctober, 1903. He stated he has no information in this 
regard and suggests that possibly CG 5824-S*, whe attended a 
xecent NEC meeting in New York where the hegro situation was 
undar discussion, might possibly have such informsation. 

EV. Party Plans for Increasing 
« Such Activities 

NY 694-S* called attention to the pr <qnoael to be put 
to STANLEY LEVISON; namely, chat a “Freedomways” branch be 
established in Atlanta, Ga, which office could be used as a 
headquarters £or CP work in the South. 

NY 694-S* also noted that possibly CG 5824°S*" is in 
possession of current information regarding Party plans for 
infiltvation of the Negro movement inasmuch as there was 
discussion in this regard at the recent NEC meeting held in NYG. 
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WE SECs. . 

V. Suggestions for the Development of Further 
Factual Enformation ts Hetermine the Extent 

of Communist Activities 

VI. Means by Which the Bureau Might Counter or 
Otherwise Disrupt the Party's Efforts Relating 
to Racial Matters and the Negro 

NY 694-S*% stated that by reason of his assignment, 
wnich is concerned primarily with apparatus work, he is not in 
a position to offer corstructive suggestions, or suggestions 
which have not already been considered by the Bureau. He 
commented thar it is obvious that whatever sources. the Bureau 
has should be alerted and extended to cover Communist activities 
and influences in the Negro movement. 

Ooservations anc recommendations of the NYO with 
respect to countering the Party's efforts in vacial matters 
have been set forth in NYO let 10/14/63, captioned "“CPUSA - 
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ACTIVITY, IS = Cc." 
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SAC, NEW YORK (100-74560) 11/20/62 

Po Gms 

SA GEORGE EDWIN JOHES (#41) re oy 

DOWNGRADED TO 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA ~ FUNDS SKHCRET 
IS » C Per i ots: TD 

Date Zi 

Extreme cauticn suse be exercised with respect 
tO dissemination Oi tne Le:oracion herein incerueh as, by 

15S oka Sela LniGimice.on voenes co idenvivy wz eit 
@ Valuavle infornant, as tie source, Unless this Tarorastion 
1S Ovvalnca irom & SOULCE Ovic mn “than wi OS ao LU SA0ULG NOG 
3¢€ LUC UcedemeVen Li Daraouras YOUnenLi t DNS anvesvuisavive 
section OF a resort, 

On 11/19/62, NY O94.S* advised SA GEORGE EDWIN JONES 
of tne following: 

On 11/19/62, NY oon -S% met with LEM HARRIS and 
the _latter gppvi get that on the afternoon of that dave, he, 
HARRIS, ,padqa meeting with STANLEY LEVISON, who was to give 
HARRIS $5,000.00 for the GPUSA. 

LEM HARRIS further sedvised informant that the 
financial situat — at Prompt Press is in very bad snape. 
As soon as Prompt Press gets some cash availapole, sne Internal 
Revenue Service ce seem to arrive on the scene asking for 
money. A few days ago, they had 1,500. 00 in the "till" and 
the Internal Revenue Service demanded $1,900.00. No sooner 
had they paid that when another Internal Revenue Service man 
arrived on the scene demanding $3,400.00. LEM HARRIS stated 
that he borrowed money from every possible source so that 
thea latter amount could be paid off, and tnen. anovher Intcrnal 
Revenue Service man demanded $1,700.00 from New Union Press. 
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NY 100-74560 

LEM HARRIS further stated that the landlord in 
the premises formerly occunied by Prompt Press has demanded 
between $7,000.00 and $8,000.00 to get the premises back 
in shape. Informant noted that apparently damage was 
caused by moving the heavy printing presses of Prompt 
Press. 

LEM HARRIS furtner advised informant that he was 
advised by STANLEY LEVISON that the scrap metal pusiness in 
Pittsburgh is going bankrupt. LEVISON allegedly stated that 
previously "they" had realized some profits from the business, 
but this year “they” will be lucky if they get off at all. 
HARRIS advised informant that prospects for acquisition of 
money for the year 1963 looked bad. Last year they got 
$35,000.00 and this year (1962) they expect from $20,000.00 
to $25,000.00. According to HARRIS, the money acquired for 
the year 1963 may be one-half of that which will be acquired 
for 1962, 
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Date: 2/13/64 ey 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) — 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-116) 

FROM: SAC, HEW YORK (100-151548) 

DOWNGRADED TO 

SUBJECT: CPUSA-NEGRO QUESTION | 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN SH CRET 

oe eee ne IS-C oe 
(00: NY) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are seven copies of 
a letterhead memorandum dated 2/13/64, and one copy is enclosed 
for Atlanta, — | 

The source used in this letterhead memorandum is 
NY 4099- S* e 

Sources used in the characterizations are as: foliows: _ 

Bureau (100-3-116) (Encls. 7) (RM) 
4 - 100-438794) ae SCLC) 
1 - 100-106570) (MARTIN LUTHER KING) 

Atlanta (100-5586) (MARTXN LUTHER KING) (Encl. 1) (Info) (RM) 
New York (100-149194) (COMINFIL cen 43) 
New York (100-73250) (CLARENCE JONES) (414) 
New York (100-136585) (MARTIN LUTHER KING) (414) 
New York (100-111180) (STANLEY LEVISON) (414) 
New York (100- SAUL on Hak 

Wn ‘4 

Fo fet be et bf fet pe treet esreages 

‘New York (100-152510 s,ELLY ROWE “34 
New York (100-45729) (BIYARD RUSTIN}) (414) 
New York (100-151548) («14) je . , 

H{G v FS chin 

JCS: gmd Clase ities ml ae Cine , Oy 

(15) Txorn fr. G35, Cten ost yO if fe ae wf 
Dart cc cist, eittys ass ae fs fae EN, ss gets | | eee ae 

Approved: - Sent J es \ 
Special Agent in charge 
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MOR SEcR-- 

NY 100-151548 

Characterization of SAUL MILLS - LOUIS F. BUDENZ. 

Characterization of STANLEY LEVISON - NY 694-S*, 

Characterization of CLARENCE JONES - ALBERT BROWN, 
Cueieran of Columbia University LYL in 1954, 

This letterhead memorandum has been classified 
"Secret" because it contains information from NY 4099-S*, 
This source has furnished highly sensitive information with 
respect to the racial situation in the New York area and 
Communist infiltration thereof. It is felt this classification 
is necessary in order not to jeopardize the valuable position 
of the informant in furnishing information of this nature, 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE . 

SECRET | 
ale SECRET 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. 

New York, New York 
February 13, 1964 

Bureau 100-3-116 DOWNGRADED TO 

SHCRET 
ae eS pe 

Re: Communist Party, United States 
of America - Negro Question 
Communist Influence In Racial Matters 
fnternal Security - © 

On February 11, 1964, a confidential source, who has 
furnished reliable information in the past, furnished information 
which indicated that Stanley Levison contacted Clarence Jones on 
that date. lLevison told Jones that they should get the lists 
(of contributors) from Ruth (Bailey, who is an employee of the 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) office in New 
York) as soon as possible, and Levison mentioned that she has 
the names of all people "over $20.00". Levison said he does not 
like the list being in her possession because of "the 
uncertainty", and Jones replied that he would get the list. 
Levison told Jones to bring the list to him either at his 
office or at the Gandhi Society office. According to Levison, 
Adele (Cantor, who was recently employed by the SCLC) would 
complete the necessary work om the list. Levison mentioned that 
he would like to get the list before Ruth learns of the change 
which is to be made, and he suggested that Jones tell her that 
Atlanta (office of the SCLC) wants the list. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is ‘loaned to your agency; it and 
its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 

SECRET 

Group I 

Clasetfied b 1b Excluded from automatic 

eemot {r0.1 GOS, Ce ear -. Gowngrading and a 

Date of Deelaeciizeation Saafinite declassification Searched fs 

. Serialized._Z AY 
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SECRET ae SHOR 

Re: Communist Party, United States 
of America ~ Negro Question 
Communist Influence In Racial Matters 
Internal Security - C 

With respect to the foregoing information, 
it is to ke noted that the New York office 
of the SCLO is in the process of being 
reorganized. Adele Cantor was recently 
employed to work in the SCLC office. 

Levison instructed Jones to tell Ruth Bailey that 
in the reorganization there would be no job for her and that 
Bayard (Rustin) is to take over one aspect of the work. 
Levison told Jones that he should: not mention to her that 
Rustin is to have a secretary. lLevison suggested Jones tell 
Bailey that Billy Rowe might have a job for her when he gets 
some project going. 

Billy Rowe is a public relations man 
in New York City, and has been given 
the task of fund raising for the SCiC. 

Jones told Levison that Saul Millis is working with a 
man "in a Qirect mail appeal. outfit" and the man wants to do 
something for the civil rights movement and for King (Martin 
luther King). According to Jones, this individual is located 

a at 375 Park Avenue (New York Cit }. Levison indicated he was 
pleased with this and instructed Jones to set up.a meeting 
before he ({Levison) and Adele "go south", Levison said that 
they will have to get “a mailing out soon and the guy may be able 

- to help". Levison remarked that they will use their own lists 
from “The Nation" and the Committee for an Effective Congress 
for a 60,000 mailing. 

A confidential source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised 
in May, 1950, that Saul Millis was one of 
those persons whom he knew to be a concealed 
Communist, 
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Re: Communist Party, United States 
of America - Negro Question 
Communist Snfluence In Racial Matters . 
Internal Security - C 

A contidential source, who has furnisned 
reliacie istormetvion in the past, advised 
in duty, 1253, shal as of July 35, 1953, 
Stanicy Levison was a secret memoer cf the 
Comminist Farty, United States of America 
(CPUSA). 

The "New York Herald Tribune" issue of 
August 14, 1963, page 7, column 1, con- 
tains an article captioned, "Thurmond 
Assails A Leader of March", The article 
stated that, in answer to charg3s by 
senator Strom Thurmond, Bayard Rustin 
admitced joining the Young Commnist 
League (YCL) in 1936. Rustin aiso 
reportedly stated that he broke completely 
with the YCL in June, 1941. 

The YCL has been Cesignated pursuant to 
Executive Order 10450, 

The "Daily Worker", issue of February 25, 
1957, page 1, cotumn 1, convainec an article 
which stated thet Bayard Rustin, Executive 
secretary, War Pesisters Lengue, was one of 
elght non-Communist observers at the 
Communist Farty NatcLonal Convention in 
1957 » . 

The "Csily Worker" was an East Coast 
Communist mcwspaerner which suspe:ded 
publication on January 13, 1956. 
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Re: Zommunist Party, United States 
of America ~ Negro Question 
Communist ‘influence In Racial Matters 
internal Security - C 

Clarence vones is the General Counsel for 
she Gandhi Society For Human Rizhts, 15 
Kast “0th Scvreez, New York City. 

A confidential source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised 
on February 26, 1957, that he had identified 
a photogranh cf Clarence Jones as a person 
whom he knew during late 1953 or early 1954 
to be a member of and in a position of 
leacership in the Lebor Youth League (LYL). 

The GYD has been designated pursuant to 
Executive Order 10450, 
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FBI 

Date: 2/18/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 
Via ATRTEL 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-116) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-151548) 

SUBJECT: CPUSA DOWNGRADED TO 
NEGRO QUESTION SECRET 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE spe LJ i Sa: 
IN RACIAL MATTERS pate 
TS-c : 
(OO: NY) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are seven copies 
of a letterhead memorandum dated 2/18/64; copies are also 
enclosed for Atlanta, Honolulu and Los Angeles. 

Sources used in the letterhead memorandum ere as 
fcllows: 

1. NY 4092-s* 

5~Bureau (100-3~115)- (Encl. 7) (RM) 
re ae SCLC) 

1-100-196670) (MARTIN LUTHER KING) 
1-Atlanta (100-5586) (MARTIN LUTHER KING) (Encl. 1) (Info) (RM) 
‘l-Honolulu (100- ) (MARTIN LUTHER KING) (Encl. 1) (Info) (EM) 
l-Los Angeles (100- ) (MARTIN LUTHER KING) (Enel. 1) (Info) (i) 
‘L-New York oy (COMINFIL SCLC) (41 
-New York (100-73250) (CLARENCE JONES) (414) 
1-New York eee ae LUTHER KING) (414) 
1-New York (100-111180) (STANLEY LEVISON) (414) 
l-New York 

13) 
157-1036) (BOYCOTT DEMONSTRATION AT NYC ee ely or 

1-New York (100-151548) (414) 

JCS: rmv Glaavified hy yl foe 
(15 ) Prom > 

tp SECRET | 
: Cpr: ? 



NY 100-151548 

2. NY 4099-S* 

(It is to be noted that NY 3810-S* furnished the same 
information as NY 4092-S*)., 

Sources used in the characterization are as 
follows: 

Source used to characterize STANLEY LEVISON - 
NY 694-S* 

Source used to characterize CLARENCE JONES - 
ALBERT BROWN, Chairman of the Columbia 
University GYL in 1954 

This letterhead memorandum has been classified 
"Secret" because it contains information from NY 4092-S* 
ana NY 40CS$-S*, These sources have furnisned highly 
sensitive information with respect to the raci bed situation 
in the New York area and the Communist infiltsecion thereof. 
It is felt that this classification is reCessivy in order 
not to jeopardize the valuable position of the informant 
in furnishing information of this nature. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
sd 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

: : YE su 
In Reply, Please Refer to Bu LOO- 3-116 New York, New York 
File No. February 18, 1964 

Re: Communist Party, 
United States of America 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in 
Racial Matters 
Internal Security - C 

On February 15, 1964, a confidential source, who 
has furnished reliable information in the past, furnished 
information which indicated that Stanley Levison contacted 
Clarence Jones on that date. They discussed the mailing 
list for the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) 
and Jones promised that he would go to the SCLC office . 
“3 New York) and get the list. Jones said that Adele Cantor 
a@ new employee of the SCLC in New York) could pick the list 

up at his office. Levison told Jones that this would be a 
- good time for Jones to tell Ruth Bailey (an exsloyee of the 
SCLC in New York) that she is no longer needed and to obtain 
@ door key to the office. Levison asked if Jones nad a «ey 
to the safety deposit box for the SCLC, and Jones reslied 
that he did not have a key. Levison stated he could jirovably 
have a key made because he paid the box rent himself and 
was one of the signators on the box. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it 
and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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Re: Communist Party, 
United States of America 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in 
Racial Matters 
Internal Seeurity - C 

Jones stated that he and Ann (his wife) “have to 
do something about some money which they might come into 
in the future," and he wanted to know if Levison would 
serve as a trustee along with him. Jones stated that this 
concerns purely personal wffairs. Levison said he would 
think about it, 

Levison stated it was very important for Jones 
to get in touch with Martin Luther King regarding the 
article coming out in "The Nation" concerning the boycott 
(of New York City Public Schools) before it goes out of 
date. Jones said he would contact King who is in Los 
Angeles. 

On February 16, 1964, a second conficential source, 
who has furnished rellable information in the past, furnished 
information which indicated that Clarence Jones contacteu 
Martin Luther King at the Statier-Hilton Hotel in Los Ancseics 
on that date. Jones asked King if he had received tne articic 
for "The Nation" concerning tne Senate filibuster. Jones 
said "they" wanted King to mail the article immediately “so 
it will be timely and so they will be able to obtain ‘'The 
Nation's! mailing lists in exchange for the SCLC mailing 
list". | 

King mentioned that he was getting ready to preach 
at Reverend Tom Kilgore'’s church. Jones asked King to tell 
Kilgore (who is an official in the SCLC) that he (Jones) has 
mailed the names and addresses of people who might be 
considered in staffing the CLC office in Los Angeles. 
King further stated that he was going to Hawaii from Los 
Angeles and would not return until February 24, 
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‘ SECRET 

GOK snorn, 
Re: Communist Party, - 

United States of America 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in 
Racial Matters 
internal Security - C 

i Jones stated he wanted Adele Cantor and “a 
: person in New York" to come down to Atlanta and get 

together with Ed Clayton (who is Director of Public 
Relations for the SCLC). Jones said he did not want 
them to come down until King was in town. 

On February 14, 1964, the second confidential 
source furnished information which indicated that 
Clarence Jones contacted Ruth Bailey at the SCLC office 
in New York on that date. Jones mentioned that he had been 
talking to Ed Clayton and that he was interested in’ the 
status of the "so called gold carat list." cones asked if 
there was such a list. She stated that there is a "gold 
carat list" and that it is maintained at the «-ffice, and 
she indicated that the list is made up of peop? a who will 
‘contribute $20.00 and.up. Jones indicated thas 2:2 would 
like to come to the office and go through the list. 

The boycott of New York City Public 
Schools took place on February 3, 1964. 
It was a demonstration to protest the 
alleged racial imbalance in the New 
York City Public Schools. 

With respect to the information 
concerning Adele Cantor and "a person 
in New York" going to Atlanta to 
meet with Ed Clayton, it is to be 
noted that the source on February ll, 
1964, furnished information which 
indicated that Levison and Adele were 
to "go south," 
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SECRET 
add may a. 

| a 
Re: Communist Party, Oe secs, 

United States of America 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in 
Racial Matters 
Internal Security - C 

A confidential source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised 
in July, 1963, that as of July 16, 1963, 
Stanley Levison was a secret member of 
the Communist Party, United States of 
America (CPUSA). 

Clarence Jones is the General Counsel for 
the Gandhi Society For Human Rights, 15 
East 40th Street, New York City. 

A confidential source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised 
on February 26, 1957, that he had identified 
@ photograph of Clarence Jones as a nerson 
whom he knew during late 1953 or eariy 1954 
tO be a member of and in a position of 
leadership in the Labor Youth League (LYL), - 

The LYL has been designated pursuant to 
Executive Order 10450. 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
5610-10401 : . . . . 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

“‘M emorandum 
: | OH se, 

TO : SAC, NY (100111180) DATE: 4/3/6 

FROM : SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON (41) 
; DOWNGRADED TO _ 

} , SUBJECT: STANLEY LEVISON SEC i 
p 7 (4 3>- 

SM - C oe 
On 3/31/64, NY 694-S* advised that he had talked to 

LEM HARRIS regarding the latter's contacting STANLEY LEVISON for 
the purpose of determining whether or not LEVISON is a member 
in good standing of the CPUSA, 

According to NY 694-S*, HARRIS stated that he had made 
several attempts to contact LEVISON, without success, however. 
HARRIS said that he eventually made telephonic contact with LEVISON 
and requested that LEVISON confer with him regarding an important 
matter, LEVISON replied that ordinarily he would be happy to do so 
but at the moment he was preparing to go "on a trip,'' from which he 
would return in 6 weeks. LEVISCN further stated that on his return to 
New York he would be happy to confer with LEM HARRIS, 

LEVISON, according to LEM HARRIS, implied that he was — 
going to Equador, but HARRIS stated he did not know anything further 
regarding LEVISON's plans. 

NY 694-S* advised that in view of this situation, he 
does not expect to obtain any information regatding LEVISON's CP 
status until after LEVISON's return to the United States, at which 
time LEM HARRIS again will attempt to confer with LEVISON regarding 
the latter's Party status. 

EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE EXERCISED WITH RESPECT TO 
DISSEMINATION OF INFO HEREIN INASMUCH AS, BY ITS NATURE, SAID INFO 
TENDS TO IDENTFY NY 694-S*, A VALUABLE INFORMANT, AS THE SOURCE. 
UNLESS THIS INFO IS OBTAINED FROM A SOURCE OTHER THAN NY 694-S* 
IT SHOULD NOT BE INCLUDED=--EVEN IN PARAPHRASED FORM-=IN THE 
INVESTIGATIVE SECTION OF A REPORT. 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
5010-104 

~ ~ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum ; Me sees, 
TO: SAC, NEW YORK (100- iun160) / DATE: 4/20/64 

FROM: SA JAMES M. KIRBY (414) DOWNGRADED TO 

SECRET 
SUBJECT: STANLEY LEVISON Per CHGS P32. 

TS-C Bare 

| On 4/7/64, NY 694-S* made the following comments 
: regarding STANLEY LEVISON's status with the CP, USA: 

What the Party thinks of LEVISON's 

| LEVISON has criticized the Party for not being 
! militant enough in the civil rights struggle and that the Party 
| had played no role in the civil rights struggle. This criticism 
| was conveyed to the Party thru LEM HARRIS. This was many 

- months ago. HALL, JAMES JACKSON, BEN DAVIS and LEM HARRIS 
discussed this. In the criticism LEVISON mentioned that not 
only the Party did nothing but the "Daily Worker" did nothing 
and the only one he respects in the Party for having conducted 
some token fight for civil rights was BEN DAVIS. It was 
decided that BEN DAVIS be in contact with LEVISON's and in 
all that time they never made any attempt to contact DAVIS; 
made no attempt to contact HALL or WOFSY or anyone else in 
Party. 

HALL's opinion is that LEVISON's are oppovtunists 
who, now that they have milked the Party dry (have xno further 
opportunity to make money on the Party) have no use for it. 
They are opportunists in the sense of being ultra Leftwingers 
who disagree with the Party line on the question of civil 
rights. They are opportunists in the sense that tney want to 
control and keep MARTIN LUTHER KING, using him poiitically for 
their own personal gain. HALL is convinced these people are 
no good. There is very little, in his opinion, wiich would 
convince them to come back but the door has been ..eft open 
thru DAVIS. But they didn't contact DAVIS and nothing was done. 
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NY 100-~111180 

HALL has discussed this with NY 694-S* about four times when 
their names have come up for some reason or other. HALL of 
opinion they absconded with building on 73rd St. which HALL 
thsoughtbelonged to the CP; with money after WINER died. They 
enriched themselves first and gave the crumbs over to the Party 
but should they come baci: HALL would accept them providing 
DAVIS is in contact with them. DAVIS has made no contact. 
CG 5824.S* is also of same opinion as he knew them at one time 
and dealt with them both politically and financially and was 
inscontact with them during the underground days before WINER 
died. NY 694-S* also of same opinion, that they were very 
dogmatic, were axe men. 
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oe SAC, NEW YGRK (100-153735) °- Eee ee . 
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ae Re Chicage letter to Bioge rae dated &/4/o4, captioned’ 
é3 above. : oe - 4 ; 

TR REA CAYTTON G1 KRIST BS UTILIZED: UM HIE BLING. oe 
REPCATING | THe rULLOsING £3 PORHATICH SING PES - 
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‘The follewl: ns coazerning SSANLBY LEVIGGa's 
relationsnip witn tne Comounlst Party end MARTIN LOTHER - 
KING, dr., Was derived. from S¥ oG4-5* on Y/LE/ON. - His: 
nrormation waa received from facatl HARRIS on, that date, 

who stated that he talued to L./ [S08 shortly before ne 
went to naee pe on August +, Loud: 

4 eae LisV I LUN in relating woy ne left MARTIN LUTHER KING, 
Jr., 3@id that wnen the pacieie by columals t JQ3uUPH ALSOP, 
cxposiny his relations BLD | with KING, appearse in toe preas,- 
King told him that he was of no value to nim es ne nad peen in | 
the past, anid said af se was -to remain with nim, nia aessgociatiscn - 
would Mave to be open and above buards Furthermore, KING ssid 

‘Ke-Bureau (100-442 25255) (rey. 3 | 
1-100-10..070) (MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr.) > 
1209-1 392452) (SPANLEY LEVISG 

= Atlanta (100-> 266) (RARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr.) ( fo) (RR) 
~Mew York (105-1 30485) een TiN. LUTHER AING, Jr.) (42) - 

ASvew Yorn  (160-11i1G0) (3s FANLSY LEVIS.) (42 | 
or -Hew Yore (100-7658) (5M HARRIS ) (42)°- 
l-Hew York (luv-1> aloe! “= - 
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“he wanted LEVISON to be-an ardent and honest follower, and 

mm 

7" 

NY 100-153735 

stipulated that for LEVISON te remain as an adviser, he 
(LEVISCN) would nave to make a public repudiation of Communism 
and be # “non-Communist", which he refused to dc, His refusal, 
LEVISON said, resulted in his dismissal by KING, 

J, ee 5 

; With respect to the fact that LEVI30N nas kept away 
from the Party, LEVISCN said ne had done so to imorove nig 
position of influence and strength in the Negro movement. 
LEVISON continues to be eritical, of the Party, HARRIS said. 
This criticism arises over tne Party's failure tc uid in tne 
Nexsra movement. 7 

in reply to & questisn of HARRIS as te why ne did not -- 
see BENJAMIN J. DAVIS (alluding to DAVIS! position as _ i 
intermediary between LEVISGN and the Party), LEVIStY ave 
no answer, bul commented: -insteau, tnat.ne felt tne Percty 
was not doing enougn in the racial rield. 

With reference to his working back ints the racial 
field following nis dismissal oy KING, LEVIsON said ne went 
to the National Jewish Committee and sold tnem on tne icea 
of a small businessmen's committee. The Cummittee, LEVISON 
said, 13 composed of whites and Negroes whtése purpusie is to 
aid Negro people to get into small businesses. The Committee 

_is headed by LEVISCN and has an appropriation of $160,000. 

According to NY oYf-S#, HARRIS3 opined tnat LEVISON 
ig not anti-Parly, and feels that LEVISGN should‘be given an 
epportunity to try to regain nis position of | 
atrength in the Negro field. 

NY OG4-S* 1g of the opinion that if LEVIGN 
desired to “count himself out" (to completely disauscociate 
himself), he would nave refused to see HARRIS; furthermore, 
he would not nave spent approximately two nours wlin nim, 
NY o$4-3* is of the opinion that: LEVISON is. nanging cn beesuse . 

-he ngs no influence as an individual, but must have an 
organization behind him to give him strength. 
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Furthermore, the source said, “I do act tnink 
LEVISON shuuld be- dismissed. (discounted completely) altnough 
it is positive that he hus not given any money in the 
recent past." | ; 

~Referenced Chicago letter reported information 
derived from CG 3&824-3* on 7/20/o4, concerning # alscussicn 
with LENA SCHERER. she told of a recent contsct with Lit 
HARRIS and ISADORE WOFSY, during which time they considered 

Party finances. She was told by HARRIS and wQrsy thet 
STANLEY LEVISCN and his brother ROY (ROY GENNETT) were 
not contributing to the Party, but instead, might be 
contributing to MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr., or somé other . 
etvil rights movement. wORSY and HARRIS said, "Tre LéeVISONS 
are rar:removed from tne Party." es 

In view of the patent ambiguities in tne information 
received from CG 5624-3* and NY OG4-S*, no effort is being made 
at this time tc update the characterlzation cf CEvison, 
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